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Ions and nematic surface energy: Beyond the exponential approximation for the electric field
of ionic origin
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We present a general model to describe the influence of the ionic adsorption on the anisotropic part of the
surface energy of a nematic liquid crystal in contact with a substrate. We show that in the limit of small
adsorption energy, the exponential approximation for the electric field of ionic origin works well. In this limit,
the dielectric and flexoelectric contributions to the surface energy are quadratic and linear on the density of
adsorbed ions, respectively. In the opposite limit of large adsorption energy, the exponential approximation for
the electric field does not work, and the two contributions to the surface energy are both found to depend
linearly on the surface density of adsorbed charges. Approximated formulas reported in literature are derived
from our general equations as particular cases, and their limits discussed. An expression for the surface
polarization in nematic liquid crystal due to the ionic adsorption is also deduced. Our analysis is performed in
the framework of the Poisson-Boltzmann theory, where dimensionless ions are treated within a mean field
approach. Possible extensions of our model are indicated.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the continuum theory, a nematic liquid crystal is d
scribed by means of bulk and surface energies. The b
energyF depends on the elastic distortion of the nema
liquid crystal and on the presence of external fields intera
ing with its anisotropic properties. The surface energyf S

takes into account the surplus of energy due to the pres
of the limiting surface. It is due to the direct interactio
between the liquid crystal and the substrate, and the redu
symmetry of the liquid crystal close to the substrate@1#.
Long ago, it has been suggested that the selective ionic
sorption phenomenon can contribute tof S @2#. In Ref. @3#,
using the exponential approximation for the electric field c
ated by the ionic adsorption, the ionic contribution to t
nematic surface energy connected with the dielectric ani
ropy of the liquid crystal has been evaluated. In the sa
approximation, the model has been extended to take
account the flexoelectric contribution to the surface ene
@4#. The model developed in Refs.@3,4# has been used to
interprete the experimental data obtained by several gro
@5–9# devoted to investigate the surface properties of ne
atic liquid crystals. The agreement between experime
data and the predictions of the model was rather good.

Recently, in a different context, Kuhnauet al. @10# and
Nazarenkoet al. @11,12# have shown that the exponenti
approximation for the electric field due to the the adsorpt
phenomenon is valid only in the case of weak adsorpt
energy.

In this paper, we will discuss the ionic contribution to th
surface energy in the general case, obtaining explicit form
las valid for the weak and strong adsorption energies.
analysis is performed in the framework of the Poisso
Boltzmann theory, where the ions are assumed to be dim
sionless, and the problem is faced by employing a mean fi
approach. An extension of our model is possible followi
1063-651X/2002/65~3!/031701~5!/$20.00 65 0317
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the procedure suggested by Kralj-Iglic and Iglic@13# and
Bohinc et al. @14# for what concerns the influence of the io
size on the problem.

Our paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, the w
known equations of the Poisson-Boltzmann theory are
called @15,16#, and the boundary condition for the electr
potential discussed. The ionic contributions to the nema
surface energy connected with the dielectric anisotropy
with the flexoelectric properties of the liquid crystal are al
derived in Sec. II. The limits of small and large adsorpti
energies are considered in Sec. III. The charge distribu
and the meaning of surface layer are analyzed in Sec. IV
the same section, a discussion on the surface polarization
an isotropic liquid and for a nematic liquid crystal is r
ported. The main results of the paper are discussed in Se

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

Let us consider a neutral liquid containingn0 ions per unit
volume in the thermodynamical limit~infinite sample!. In
this situation, it is locally and globally neutral. When th
liquid is limited by two surfaces of infinite area at a distan
d apart, due to the selective ions adsorption phenomenon
liquid will be locally charged. Ifd is very large with respec
to the Debye’s screening lengthl0, in the middle of the
sample, the liquid will be, practically, locally neutral@14#.
We will limit our analysis to this case, which represents
good approximation for ordinary samples (d;10 mm),
made with commercial nematic liquid crystals~typically l0
;0.5 mm @17#!. This case is known as the half-space a
proximation (d/l0@1), where it is possible to consider onl
one surface, placed atz50, with surface charge densitys
5nadq. nad represents the surface density of adsorbed i
of chargeq. We indicate byV(z) the electrical potential, with
respect to the reference state where the liquid is locally n
tral ~at z→`), and byVT5kBT/q the thermal electrical po-
tential (VT;25 mV at room temperature for monovale
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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ions!. The quantityc(z)5qV(z)/kBT5V(z)/VT , which is
the electrostatic energy of the ion inkBT units or the electri-
cal potential measured inVT units, will be called reduced
potential. We assume that only positive ions are adsorb
According to Maxwell statistics, the densities of positive a
negative ions aren6(z)5n0exp@7c(z)#. It follows that the
net charge density is r(z)5q@n1(z)2n2(z)#5
22qn0sinh@c(z)#, and Poisson’s equation divE5r/e reads

c9~z!5l0
22sinh@c~z!#, ~1!

where a prime means a derivative with respect toz, andl0
2

5ekBT/(2n0q2) is the Debye’s screening length. The su
face electric field~at z50) is ES5E(0)5s/e5nadq/e,
from which we obtain

c8~0!521/L, ~2!

whereL5ekBT/(sq)5ekBT/(nadq
2), is a new length con-

nected with the adsorption phenomenon, first introduced
Ref. @10#. Note thatL}nad

21 . Hence, it diverges fornad→0
~weak adsorption!, and tends to zero fornad→` ~strong ad-
sorption!.

From Eq.~1!, we obtain

~1/2!c82~z!5l0
22cosh@c~z!#1K, ~3!

where K is an integration constant. Since in our ca
lim

z→`
c(z)50 and lim

z→`
c8(z)50, from Eq. ~3! it fol-

lows thatK52l0
22, and hence

c8~z!52~2/l0!sinh@c~z!/2#. ~4!

From Eq.~4!, we obtain

c~z!52 lnH 11g exp~2z/l0!

12g exp~2z/l0!J , ~5!

whereg5tanh(cS/4), and

E~z!52~VT /l0!sinh@c~z!/2#, ~6!

for the reduced potential and the electric field. From Eq.~6!,
we get, in particular,

ES5E~0!52~VT /l0!sinh~cS/2!, ~7!

connecting the surface field with the surface potential. Fr
boundary condition~2! and Eq.~7!, we deduce

sinh~cs/2!5L, where L5l0/2L. ~8!

The quantityL5l0/2L is a measure of the importance of th
adsorption phenomenon on the electric potential distribu
across the sample. The cases of weak and strong adsor
correspond to small and largeL, respectively. By means o
Eq. ~8!, the parameterg defined above is

g5tanh~cS/4!5AA11L221

A11L211
. ~9!
03170
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From Eq.~8!, we deduce

cS52 ln~L1A11L2!. ~10!

Equation~10! shows that in our half-space approximation t
reduced surface potential depends only onL5l0/2L, the
ratio between the two intrinsic lengths of the problem. F
L;10 @11# one obtainscS;6 . Note that, ifL!1 thencS
!1, whereas ifL@1 impliescS@1. It is possible to write
the inequalitiesL!1 andL@1, corresponding to the case
of weak and strong adsorption, respectively, asnad!4n0l0,
andnad@4n0l0, if the definitions ofL, l0, andL are used.
From the inequalities written above, it follows that there is
weak adsorption when the number of adsorbed ions is sm
with respect ton0l0, i.e., with respect to the surface densi
of ions contained in a layer whose thickness coincides w
l0, in thermodynamical equilibrium.

By substitutingc(z) given by Eq.~5! into the expressions
for n6(z) the bulk densities of positive and negative ions a
found to be

n6~z!5n0H 17g exp~2z/l0!

16g exp~2z/l0!J 2

. ~11!

Up to now the liquid was assumed isotropic. However
the liquid is a nematic medium, in a first approximation it
possible to evaluate the ionic distribution as reported ab
~for a general discussion on this point see Ref.@18#!. After
that, we can evaluate the coupling between the electric fi
of ionic origin, E(z), with the anisotropic properties of th
nematic liquid crystals@2–4#. The coupling ofE(z) with the
dielectric anisotropy and with the flexoelectric properties
the liquid crystal gives rise to a surplus of anchoring ene
strength, of the kind

f D5E
0

`

2
1

2
eaE2~z!dz, ~12!

and

f Q5E
0

`

eE8~z!dz, ~13!

whereea5e i2e' , is the dielectric anisotropy (i and' refer
to the nematic directorn, @19#!, ande5e111e33 is the total
flexoelectric coefficient, as discussed in Ref.@4#. Equations
~12!, ~13! hold in the hypothesis of constant nematic orie
tation over the spatial region where the electric potentia
changing, as we assume in our analysis. Using Eq.~6!, f D
and f Q given by Eqs. ~12!, ~13! become f D5
24(eaVT

2/l0)sinh2(cS/4), and f Q522(eVT /l0)sinh(cS/2).
The electrostatic contribution of ionic origin to the anchori
energy strength,f 5 f D1 f Q , is then

f 522~VT /l0!@2eaVTsinh2~cS/4!1e sinh~cS/2!#.
~14!

Equation~14! generalizes the formula reported in Ref.@4#,
for the same phenomenon, valid only in the case small
sorption. Using Eq.~8!, it is possible to rewritef D and f Q in
1-2
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terms of L5l0/2L. Simple calculations give f D5
22(eaVT

2/l0)(A11L221), and f Q522(eVT /l0)L. The
total contribution to the anchoring energy strength is the

f 522~VT /l0!@eaVT~A11L221!1eL#. ~15!

From Eq.~15!, it follows that forL→0 ~weak adsorption!,

f 522~VT /l0!@~1/2!eaVTL21eL#1O~L3!. ~16!

In the opposite limit, whereL→` ~strong adsorption!, Eq.
~15! gives

f 522~VT /l0!~eaVT1e!L. ~17!

These cases will be reconsidered in the next section, to c
pare the results of our analysis with the ones reported
other groups.

Before concluding this section, we analyze when the
sorption phenomenon can play an important role on
renormalization of the anchoring energy strength. To t
end, we rewrite Eq.~15! as

f 52 f 0@A11L2211~e/eaVT!L#, ~18!

where f 052eaVT
2/l0. By assuming ea;10e0 and

e;5310211 C/m, typical for a nematic liquid crystal suc
as 5CB @20# and 0.1 mm<l0<0.5 mm @17#, we obtain
231027 J/m2< f 0<1026 J/m2. In this case,f ;1026 J/m2

if 0.2<L<1, whereas f ;1024 J/m2 for 10<L<50.
Hence, we can conclude that in the limit of weak adsorpt
f can be important only if the interface nematic liquid cryst
solid substrate is characterized by weak anchoring energ
the case, where the bare anchoring energy strength of
interface is rather strong (;1024 J/m2), 10<L<50 andL
5l0/2L is in the nm scale. The estimation reported abo
shows that the Debye’s screening length plays an impor
role in surface effects of liquid crystals. Consequently, in
experimental investigations devoted to the characteriza
of surface energy or flexoelectric coefficients, this parame
has to be measured carefully. Without information on t
quantity, all discussions on the origin of the surface ene
strength or on the surface polarization based on experime
investigation, could be meaningless.

III. LIMIT OF WEAK AND STRONG ADSORPTION

Let us analyze first the case of weak adsorption, alre
considered in Ref.@4# in another framework. In this limit
cS!1 and henceg5tanh(cS/4);cS/4. From Eq.~5!, we
obtain c(z)5cSexp(2z/l0), and E(z)5ESexp(2z/l0),
whereES5VT(cS /l0)5VT /L, as it follows from Eqs.~7!,
~8!. The bulk densities of ions are thenn6(z)5n0@1
7cSexp(2z/l0)#. In particular,n6(0)5n0(17cS). As ex-
pected, ifcS!1, the electrical equilibrium is only slightly
perturbed. The electrostatic contribution to the anchoring
ergy strength are, in this limit,f D52(1/4)eal0ES

2 , and f Q

52eES , as it follows from the expressions reported abo
for f D and f Q in terms ofcS and from Eq.~7!. Hence,
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f 52
1

4
eal0ES

22eES , ~19!

as reported in Ref.@4#. In this approximationf D}ES
2 and

f Q}ES .
Let us consider now the case of strong adsorption. In

framework,cS@1 andg5tanhcS;122 exp(2cS/2). Hence

c~z!52 lnH 11@122 exp~2cS/2!#exp~2z/l0!

12@122 exp~2cS/2!#exp~2z/l0!J ,

~20!

and the electric field is still given by Eq.~6!. For z/l0!1,
c(z)@1. Consequently, sinh(c/2);(1/2)exp(c/2), that by
using Eq.~20! in the limit cS@1 is equivalent to

sinhS c

2 D5
exp~cS/2!

21~z/l0!exp~cS/2!
. ~21!

In the considered limit ofcS@1 from Eq. ~6! we have
exp(cS/2)5(l0 /VT)ES . By substituting this expression int
Eq. ~21! and the result in Eq.~6!, one obtains

E~z!5
ES

11~z/2L !
. ~22!

In this limit (cS@1, z/l0!1!, n6(z) are given by

n6~z!5n0H 17@122 exp~2cS/2!#~12z/l0!

16@122 exp~2cS/2!#~12z/l0!J 2

. ~23!

In particular, n1(0)5n0exp(2cS);0, and n2(0)
5n0exp(cS).

Equation ~22! has been deduced in Ref.@10# and pre-
sented as a general result, valid for allz. On the contrary, it is
valid only for z/l0!1. For largez/l0 from Eq. ~5!, we
obtain, for all cS , c(z)54g exp(2z/l0), showing that the
reduced potential, and hence the electric field, is always
ponentially decreasing, and Eq.~22! does not work. In this
case, we have, furthermore,n6(z)5n0$172@122 exp
(2cS/2)#exp(2z/l0)%

2, showing again that forz→`, n6(z)
→n0, as expected.

In the limit under consideration (cS@1) from the expres-
sion of f D and f Q in terms of cS , we derive f D5
2eaVTES , and f Q52eES . These expressions show that,
this limit, f D and f Q are both linear inES . The total electro-
static contribution to the surface energy strength (f 5 f D
1 f Q) is then

f 52~eaVT1e!ES . ~24!

Equation~24! was not reported before in literature. From E
~24! it follows that in the limit of large adsorption the elec
trostatic contribution can stabilize or destabilize the pla
orientation according to the sign of (eaVT1e), indepen-
dently of the number of adsorbed ions. The importance of
flexoelectric term was already recognized in Ref.@4# using
the exponential approximation for the electric field.
1-3
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IV. CHARGE DISTRIBUTION AND THICKNESS OF THE
SURFACE LAYER

The net charge density isr(z)522n0q sinhc(z), as dis-
cussed above. Using Eq.~4! it is easy to show that

Q~`!5E
0

`

r~z!dz52s, ~25!

as expected, since the system is globally neutral. The ele
charge, per unit surface, contained in a surface layer of th
nessb is, in analogy with Eq.~25!,

Q~b!5E
0

b

r~z!dz. ~26!

By rewriting Eq.~26! in the form

Q~b!5Q~`!2E
b

`

r~z!dz, ~27!

and using Eq.~4! and Eq.~5! we obtain

R512
Q~b!

Q~`!
5

2

L

g exp~2b/l0!

12g2exp~22b/l0!
, ~28!

where we have used Eq.~25! and the definitions ofl0 , L,
and L. The meaning ofR is evident from the definition. If
R→0, the layer of thicknessb contains practically all the
counterions. In the opposite case ofR→1, the counterions
present in the surface layer are a negligible fraction of
total number .

In general, fixingR, from Eq.~28! it is possible to obtain
the corresponding thickness of the surface layerb, as dis-
cussed in Ref.@14#. Straightforward calculations give

b5l0lnH RL

A11~RL!221
AA11L221

A11L211
J . ~29!

From Eq.~29!, we obtain that forL→0, b→2l0ln R, i.e.,
b;l0, and forL→`, b→(l0 /R)L21, as expected. ForR
50.1 andL;10, b;l0. In this case~9/10! of the ionic
charge is contained in a surface layer of thicknessl0 @11#.

Using the simple results reported above, we can now
tain the total dipole moment and the bulk polarization of t
sample under consideration. If the sample is symmetric,
it has the same adsorption energy on the two surfaces, th
dipole moment vanishes, for symmetry reasons. The dip
moment, per unit surface, of half sample is given by

p5E
0

`

zr~z!dz, ~30!

and the corresponding bulk polarization isP(z)5zr(z). The
quantity p defined in Eq.~30! is also known as ‘‘surface
polarization,’’ as we will call from now on. Taking into ac
count thatr(z)5e divE, and usingc(z) instead ofE, one
03170
ric
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obtainsP(z)52eVTzc9(z). In our half-space approxima
tion, c(z) is given by Eq.~5!, andP(z) can be written in the
form

P~z!528n0qzg exp~2z/l0!
11g exp~22z/l0!

@12g exp~22z/l0!#2
.

~31!

If cS!1, Eq. ~31! becomes

P~z!522n0qzcSexp~2z/l0!, ~32!

where cS;l0 /L52L, as it follows from Eq.~8!. In the
opposite limit ofcS@1, Eq. ~31! gives

P~z!528n0qzexp~2z/l0!
11exp~22z/l0!

@12exp~22z/l0!#2
.

~33!

Equations~32!, ~33! show thatP(z) is localized over a fewL
or l0, according to the considered limit.

Using Eq.~30!, it is possible to evaluate the surface p
larization. Simple calculations givep52eVTcS52eVS .
By assuminge;10e0 andcS;4, which impliesL;5, we
obtainp;10211 C/m. If this formula is applied to a nemati
liquid crystal,e has to be substituted with an average va
that in a first approximation iŝe&5(2e'1e i)/3.

Finally, we evaluate the polarization induced by the ele
tric field of ionic origin on a nematic liquid crystal. Th
macroscopic polarizability tensor of a nematic medium
x i j 5xaninj1x'd i j , wheren is the nematic director of Car
tesian componentsnk , xa5x i2x' and wherex i andx' are
the polarizability along and perpendicular ton @19#. If the
nematic liquid crystal is submitted to an electric field t
induced polarization is Pi5e0x i j Ej5e0@xani(n•E)
1x'Ei #. SinceE(z), which is parallel to thez axis, is dif-
ferent from zero, practically, only in a surface layer of thic
ness ranging betweenl0 and a fewL, we conclude that
Pi(z) is localized near the adsorbing substrate. The surf
polarization in the nematic liquid, of ionic origin, is obtaine
by integratingPi(z) from z50 to z→`. Simple calculations
give pi5e0(xaninz1d iz)VS . Let us assume that the sub
strate isotropic and the easy axis parallel to thez axis ~ho-
meotropic orientation!. In this case, the nematic liquid crys
tal possess cylindrical symmetry around thez axis, and the
average surface polarization is

^pz&5e0~xanz
21x'!VS . ~34!

The net surface polarizationpS is obtained by adding tôpz&
the quantityp evaluated above, and it is found to be given

pS5$~ea2e0!nz
22@~ea/3!1e0#%VS . ~35!

As expected,pS depends onnz
2 . Its amplitude, by assum

ing ea;10e0 is of the order of 10211 C/m for cS;4, i.e.,
L;5. This value is of the same order@21,22#, or larger@23#
than the values reported in literature for the nematic surf
polarization. From this result, we conclude that, probably,
observed surface polarization in nematic liquid crystals
1-4
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an ionic origin. This possibility was already mentioned in t
past@21–23#, but no estimations were reported. It is differe
from the one discussed by Petrov and Derzhanski@24#,
which is linear innz , whose origin is connected with th
different chemical affinities of the two extremities of th
nematic molecules with the substrate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the influence of the ionic adsorption
the anisotropic part of the surface energy of a nematic liq
crystal in contact with a solid substrate. It has been sho
that the exponential approximation for the electric field
ionic origin works well only in the limit of weak adsorption
In this case, the dielectric contribution to the anchori
strength is quadratic, whereas the flexoelectric contribu
is linear, in the surface electric field. In the opposite limit
strong adsorption, both contributions are linear in the surf
. E

s

ys

B.

nd
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field. We have also shown that the surface polarization,
perimentally observed in nematic samples, can have an i
origin. Our paper generalizes the results reported in Ref.@4#
to the case of strong ionic adsorption, shows the limits of
analysis performed in Ref.@10#, and completes the theor
developed in Ref.@11,12#.

In our analysis, we have focused our attention to the e
tric field distribution and the energy contributions of electr
static origin to the anchoring energy strength. In this stu
we have assumed the adsorbed charge density as a g
quantity. As it is well known, it depends on the actual surfa
potential, but this aspect of the problem is well known@11#.
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